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In the first part of Philippians 2, Paul encourages us to __________ the
example of Jesus (2:5). The best way to get _________ at something is to follow
a good ___________.
The best example of how to live a godly life is
_________ (Matthew 4:19, 16:24, 1 John 2:5-6). Unfortunately, none of us can
follow Jesus ______________.
It helps us to see the example of other
____________ Christians like us who are trying to live for the Lord (1 Cor 11:1).
At the end of Philippians 2, Paul presents 3 ____ as examples for us to
follow – Himself, Timothy, and Epaphroditus. Let’s take a look at these 3 and
see how they set a good example for us.
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Paul compares himself to a ________ offering being poured out on a
sacrifice. The drink offering would give off _________ which would rise to
heaven. It symbolized that the _______ of the sacrifice was __________ to God.
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A. He Really Loves the _________. 2:20
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B. He Really Loves the _________. 2:21-22 You can live a ________centered life or you can live a __________-centered life. Timothy focused on
what was _____________ to Christ.
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D. He’s a __________________. While Epaphroditus was on his way
to ________ to bring supplies to Paul, he became terribly ______. He had “one
_______ in the grave” but God spared his life.
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